Mixed-dual formulations of the finite element method were successfully applied to the neutron diffusion equation, such as the Raviart-Thomas method in Cartesian geometry and the Raviart-Thomas-Schneider in hexagonal geometry. Both methods obtain system matrices which are suitable for solving the eigenvalue problem with the preconditioned power method. This method is very fast and optimized, but only for the calculation of the fundamental mode. However, the determination of non-fundamental modes is important for modal analysis, instabilities and fluctuations of nuclear reactors. So, effective and fast methods are required for solving eigenvalue problems.The most effective methods are those based on Krylov subspaces projection combined with restart, such as Krylov-Schur.
Introduction
The neutron diffusion equation is the easiest and fastest way to determine the neutron flux distribution inside nuclear reactors, but it requires the use of numerical methods. A lot of methods have been applied to the diffusion equation, but the finite element method has two interesting properties. First, it can be applied to any geometry. Second, it is a consistent discretization technique [1] . As regards finite element formulations, mixed-dual formulations are particularly interesting, since they have many of the characteristics of nodal techniques, which are more computationally efficient than classical finite elements formulation. These mixed-dual formulations were successfully applied to the neutron diffusion equation, such as the Raviart-Thomas method in Cartesian geometry [1] and the Raviart-Thomas-Schneider in hexagonal geometry [2] . Both methods obtain system matrices compatible with the Alternating Direction Implicit (ADI) procedure, which made them suitable for solving the eigenvalue problem with the preconditioned power method [3] .
These methods are implemented in TRIVAC code.
TRIVAC [4] is a computer code intended to compute the neutron flux in a fractional or in a full core representation of a nuclear reactor. It can solve the multigroup and multidimensional form of the diffusion equation or simplified Pn equation. Moreover, it allows the discretization of 1-D geometries (slab and cylindrical), 2-D geometries (Cartesian, cylindrical and hexagonal) and 3-D geometries (Cartesian and hexagonal).
The preconditioned power method implemented in TRIVAC is very fast and optimized, but only for the calculation of the fundamental mode. However, the determination of non-fundamental modes is important for modal analysis, instabilities and fluctuations in nuclear reactors [5, 6] . In fact, stability analysis calculation may require the calculation of several modes (a minimum of five). Therefore, fast, effective and accurate methods are required. On the one hand,the current version of TRIVAC uses the Hotelling deflation technique for calculating these modes. This technique is a decontamination operation of the power method so as to converge on non-fundamental modes of the eigenvalue problem [7] . The advantage of this technique is the use of the optimized power method, but its convergence rate is not as fast as that of the fundamental mode. In addition, this technique cannot calculate those modes belonging to a multiple eigenvalue, because convergence depends on the magnitude of the eigenvalue ratio being calculated and the next one [7] .
Although several eigenvalue problems can be defined, the eigenvalue problem most commonly used for commercial reactors is the λ-eigenvalue problem. The α-eigenvalue problem is also relevant, but for sub-critical systems, like accelerator driven sub-critical systems (ADS). Several authors used more effective methods than the Hotelling deflation technique, for calculating non-fundamental modes of these eigenvalue problems. Examples of these methods are the sub-space iteration method (SSI) and the implicit restarted Arnoldi method (IRAM).
Döring et al. [8] , Verdú et al. [5] and Modak and Jain [9] introduced SSI for calculating the λ-eigenvalue problem of the neutron diffusion equation discretized with different methods: finite element method (FEM), nodal collocation method (NCM) and finite difference method (FDM). Singh et al. [10] applied SSI to the neutron diffusion equation for the α-eigenvalue problem. Other works applied SSI to the α-eigenvalue problem of the transport equation using discrete ordinates, but with different spatial methods: Gupta and Mudak used diamond differences (DD) [11] and Kópházi and Lathouwers used FEM [12] .
Verdú et al. applied IRAM to the neutron diffusion equation for the α-eigenvalue problem [13] . This method was also used in the α-eigenvalue problem of the transport equation discretized with different methods: Lathouwers [14] used spherical harmonics and FEM, Kópházi and Lathouwers [12] used discrete ordinates and FEM. As it was mentioned earlier, Kópházi and Lathouwers tested both methods IRAM and SSI in [12] , and they concluded that the first one was superior in terms of computational time. Other works applied IRAM to λ-eigenvalue problem: Warsa et al. [15] solved the transport equation and Verdú et al. [16] solved the diffusion equation discretized with NCM.
IRAM belongs to a class of methods called Krylov subspace methods. There are several software and libraries containing the algorithm of Krylov subspace methods, which have been widely used, like ARPACK [17] . Several neutron codes used ARPACK for calculating the eigenvalue problem, such as DALTON [18] . Currently, the state of the art for calculating eigenvalue problems is the SLEPc library. SLEPc, the Scalable Library for Eigenvalue Problem Computations [19, 20] , is a software library for the solution of large, sparse eigenproblems on parallel computers. It provides projection methods or other methods with similar properties, such as Krylov-Schur or Jacobi-Davidson. SLEPc is built on top of PETSc (Portable, Extensible Toolkit for Scientific Computation) [21] and extends it with all the functionality necessary for the solution of eigenvalue problems, which includes matrix operation and solution of linear systems.
In this work, a Krylov-Schur method has been applied to the λ-eigenvalue problem of the neutron diffusion equation, discretized with the Raviart-Thomas and RaviartThomas-Schneider method. An algorithm has been developed combining the Krylov-Schur method from SLEPc and the Raviart-Thomas and Raviart-Thomas-Schneider method from TRIVAC,extending the capabilities of it. The novelty of this work is not only the use of SLEPc in TRIVAC, but also an analysis of four issues. First, the condition number of the system matrices obtained with the Raviart-Thomas method. Second, the preconditioners and linear system solvers of PETSc applied to these matrices. Third, the type of integration used in the Raviart-Thomas method of TRIVAC and its effect on the condition number. Fourth, a comparison of the convergence of the Hotelling deflation technique and the Krylov-Schur method.
The outline of the paper is as follows. Section 2 describes the theory and methods discretizing the neutron diffusion equation and solving the eigenvalue problem. Section 3 defines the reactors used for validating the method and shows the results. Section 4 summarizes the conclusions.
Theory

Dual variational formulation
The one-speed formulation of the steady state neutron diffusion equation and the Fick law can be written as in Equations (1) and (2) . In these equations, φ(r) is the neutron flux, J(r) is the neutron current, D(r) is the third-order diagonal matrix containing directional diffusion coefficients, Σ r (r) is the removal cross section, and S(r) is the fission and outof-group scattering source.
Boundary conditions are applied on the surface surrounding the domain (∂V ), which is split into three components: the surface with a zero flux boundary condition (∂V 0 ), the surface with a reflective boundary condition (∂V 1 ) and the surface with a P 1 albedo boundary condition (∂V β ). This last boundary condition is expressed in Equation (3), where N (r) is the normal unit vector pointing out of ∂V β and β(r) is the albedo at r.
A dual variational formulation exists such that the diffusion equation is a stationary point of dual functionals in a Sobolev space. A stationary point of these functionals in a polynomial space will be used as a numerical approximation to the diffusion equation. In this formulation, the neutron current J(r) is forced to be continuous across any surface element in the domain, as explained by Lautard in [22] . Trial functions used to represent the neutron flux can therefore be discontinuous across some boundary in the domain. This functional is written in Equation (4), where φ(r) ∈ L 2 (V ) and J(r) ∈ H ∂V 1 (div; V ), a Sobolev space defined in Equation (5). The functional of Equation (4) has a stationary point defined by the set of Equations (6) . From this set, Equations (7) and (8) are obtained.
Equations (7) and (8) are the stationary conditions and the ones used with the RaviartThomas method. These conditions are to be distinguished from the forced conditions, such as the reflective boundary condition on ∂V 1 or the J(r)· N (r) continuity, which are imposed on the trial functions.
The Raviart-Thomas method
The Raviart-Thomas method is a finite element method based on a search of a stationary point [φ(r), J(r)] of Equations (7) and (8) in a Raviart-Thomas polynomial subspace
This stationary point will not be the exact solution, but the optimal approximation (in the variational sense) of the diffusion equation, which is an element of this subspace.
The finite element method can be applied to various types and forms of subvolumes or elements. Cartesian and hexagonal elements are the most widely used in reactor physics for full-core calculations. A Cartesian domain is first partitioned into parallelepipeds over which the nuclear properties are assumed to be uniform. An hexagonal domain is partitioned into lozenges and a Piola transformation is performed, as depicted in Figure 1 and described by Hébert in [2] . The reference finite element is a unit cube with −1/2 ≤ u ≤ 1/2,
A polynomial basis is defined over each element by using full tensorial products of 1D polynomials up to a given order.
[ Figure 1 about here.]
The Raviart-Thomas polynomial basis proposed in this work uses tensorial products of Legendre polynomials for representing the neutron flux over the reference element.
Polynomial expressions of the Legendre polynomialsP k (u) defined over −1/2 ≤ u ≤ 1/2 are given in Appendix A in [2] . An order K expansion of φ and δφ is shown in Equations (9) and (10) .
The expansion of the currents proposed in this work uses tensorial products of Lagrange and normalized Legendre polynomials, in order to be consistent with the choice made for the flux and force the continuity of J(r) · N (r). Polynomial expressions of the Lagrange polynomials L k (u) defined over −1/2 ≤ u ≤ 1/2 are also given in Appendix A in [2] . An order K expansion of J u , δJ u and J v is shown in Equations (11)- (13). Similar expressions are obtained for δJ v , J w and δJ w .
Equations (7) and (8) can be written as Equations (14) and (15) . More explanations about the integration of these terms can be found in [1, 2] , for Cartesian and hexagonal geometry. In this work, the authors used the following methods of integration: analytical integration, Gauss-Lobatto quadrature and Gauss-Legendre quadrature. More details of these two quadratures can be found in Appendix A in [2] .
If one considers the G-group energy approach, the source distribution for each energy group g is calculated as in Equation (16) . In this equation, φ i (r) is the i-energy group flux, Σ s,i→g (r) is the scattering cross section from i to g energy group, νΣ f,i (r) is the production cross section due to fission of i-energy group flux, χ g (r) is the fission spectrum for the g energy group and k ef f is the multiplication factor.
Equations (15) and (14) can be written in matrix form as in Equation (17) or (18), for each g energy group. In Equation (18), Φ g is the combination of φ g and J g as shown in Equation (19) . Finally, if one considers all the energy groups, one obtains the eigenvalue problem expressed in Equation (20), with A, B and Φ defined in Equations (21)- (23).
The eigenvalue problem of Equation (20) has been solved efficiently by Hébert in [1, 2] , by using a symmetric variational acceleration technique (SVAT). This techniques is a preconditioned power method explained in [3] , which uses an ADI scheme for Cartesian and hexagonal geometries. The Cartesian scheme is explained in [1] and the hexagonal one in [2] .
The Hotelling deflation technique
The Hotelling deflation technique is a decontamination operation of the power method so as to converge on non-fundamental harmonics of the eigenvalue problem [7] . A basic algorithm will be explained in the context of the inverse power method, which consist in computing one harmonic at a time, while decontaminating A −1 from the previously calculated harmonics.
To compute eigenvalues and eigenvectors of the eigenvalue problem of Equation (20), the inverse power recurrence of Equation (24) is employed. This recurrence is used only for the first eigenvalue; once the fundamental mode has converged, subsequent modes are obtained with a modified recurrence, Equation (25) , that includes the decontamination operation that purges the components that the current iterate Φ (n+1) l has in the direction of already converged eigenvectors.
The Krylov-Schur method
The Krylov-Schur method is an Arnoldi method which uses an implicit restart based on a Krylov-Schur decomposition [23] .
The method of Arnoldi is a Krylov-based projection method that computes an or- restart in a numerically stable way is difficult, but it is solved by using a Krylov-Schur decomposition. More information about this decomposition can be found in [23] .
In this work, the authors have applied the Krylov-Schur algorithm implemented in SLEPc [19, 20] to the Raviart-Thomas method of TRIVAC [4] . The system matrices of Equation (20) are obtained with the Raviart-Thomas method and two types of eigenvalue problems are considered. The first type, without upscattering and producing only neutrons in the first energy group from fissions, such as Equation (27). In this case, the eigenvalue problem is defined in Equation (28), where φ 1 is the iterative eigenvector and φ g , for g > 1, are calculated with Equation (29). The second type includes any upscattering and fission production, and is defined in Equation (30). It is important to highlight that the inverse of the matrices (A g,g or A) are not calculated, but linear systems are solved:
These linear systems are solved by using iterative or direct solvers, depending on the condition number of the matrices. Iterative solvers are faster than direct solvers, if the matrices are not ill-conditioned. In both cases, the authors have tried different methods implemented in PETSc [21] . As regards iterative solvers, the fastest methods were Generalized Minimal Residual (GMRES) and BiConjugate Gradient Stabilized (BiCGSTAB), using the incomplete LU preconditioner. With respect to direct solvers, the authors used LU factorization implemented in MUMPS solver.
The use of iterative or direct solvers depends on the condition number and size of the matrices. For well-conditioned and large matrices, iterative solvers are faster and require less memory resources than direct solvers. By contrast, for matrices with bad condition numbers, iterative solvers might not converge, so one should use direct solvers. As a rule of thumb, one should use iterative solvers at first time, but one should use direct solvers if the iterative ones do not converge.
Results
The authors evaluated the method in two reactors: one with Cartesian geometry and another with hexagonal geometry. The reactor defined in Cartesian geometry is IAEA 3D [24] . The reactor in hexagonal geometry is VV1K3D, which is a Water-Water Energetic Reactor (VVER) mockup. Both reactors do not include upscattering terms, so this section evaluates the solution of the eigenvalue problem of Equation (28). The authors assessed the solution of the eigenvalue problem of Equation (30) in a commercial PWR with upscattering terms, but they do not include these results due to the extent of them.
Twelve modes were calculated for each case. The Krylov-Schur solution is compared with the Hotelling deflation technique. Only the eigenvalues are shown in this work due to two reasons. The first is to reduce the extent of this paper. The second is that the Raviart-Thomas method is the same in both eigen-solvers, so if the eigenvalues match each other, the eigenvectors will do too.
A sensitivity analysis was performed for the integration type and polynomial order.
As mentioned in Section 2.2., the following types of integration were used: analytical integration, Gauss-Lobatto quadrature and Gauss-Legendre quadrature.
The authors also tested several linear system solvers of PETSc. The fastest methods were GMRES and BiCGSTAB, using the incomplete LU preconditioner. They produced the same results and the computational time is similar.
All the CPU time values reported in this work have been obtained on an Intel Core 2
Duo CPU P8700 (2.53GHz) with the CentOS 6.8 operating system.
IAEA 3D
The IAEA 3D reactor [24] is a simplified representation of a PWR with one-eighth symmetry in Cartesian geometry, as depicted in Figure 2 . Although Figure 2 shows oneeight symmetry of this reactor, the modal calculation was performed for the whole core. Table 1 shows the cross sections of this reactor.
[ Figure 2 about here.]
[ Time results are shown in Table 2 . In this table, K is the polynomial order, A g,g size is the size of the system matrices A g,g and t i is the time for calculating i eigenvalues. In addition, no entry in t i means that the calculation could not be performed. Eigenvalue results are displayed in Table 3 . In this table, k i is the i-eigenvalue. Likewise, no entry in k i means that the calculation could not be performed. This table only shows the first three eigenvalues.
The authors decided to give only the 12 largest eigenvalues calculated for one integration type and polynomial order; in particular, for the analytical integration and polynomial [ Table 2 about here.]
[ Table 3 about here.]
From Table 2 , one can draw three conclusions. First, the computational times are similar for the calculation of three eigenvalues or less. Second, the computational time for the calculation of five or twelve eigenvalues is higher for the Hotelling deflation technique, because of the poor convergence of this technique. In fact, the authors had to increase the inner iterations for this technique to calculate five or more eigenvalues, which increased the computational time. Third, the Hotelleing deflation technique only calculated the twelve eigenvalues for two cases. From Table 3 , one can see that the third eigenvalue might differ in some cases. This is due to the fact that this Hotelling deflation technique could not calculate the largest eigenvalues in the correct order. Therefore, this technique does not guarantee the calculation of the largest eigenvalues.
Another important issue is the quality of the system matrices. This matters for using iterative methods for solving linear systems. The quality of the matrices for this purpose can be evaluated with the condition number, but its calculation may be costly for large and ill-conditioned matrices. This calculation can be easily performed for the IAEA 3D
reactor, but not for the others presented in this work. The condition number for IAEA 3D
are shown in Table 4 . The condition numbers of this table are not good, but the matrices are small, so the linear systems can be calculated with iterative methods. In cases with large matrices, the condition numbers will be even worse, so one may use direct solvers instead of iterative ones.
[ Table 4 about here.]
Moreover, the authors checked that the bi-orthogonal property Φ *
is preserved. In the previous expression, δ i,j is the Kronecker delta and C i,j is a constant. Table 5 shows the values of Φ * i , BΦ j for the case with analytical integration and polynomial order 3. In this table, the values are displayed in matrix form, in which each row corresponds to index i and each column corresponds to index j.
[ Table 5 Table 6 [25] . Boundary conditions are zero flux for all boundaries.
[ Figure 3 about here.]
[ [ Table 7 about here.]
[ From Tables 7 and 8 , one can draw similar conclusions as those of IAEA3D. In this case, the computational times are similar for the calculation of two eigenvalues or less.
As in the previous reactor, the authors increased the inner iterations for the Hotelling deflation technique to calculate three or more eigenvalues, which increased the computational time. In addition, it is important to highlight that the Hotelling deflation technique only calculated the twelve eigenvalues in one case. Finally, Table 8 shows that the third eigenvalue differs in all cases. Therefore, the Hotelling deflation technique might not calculate the largest eigenvalues in the correct order, and consequently cannot guarantee the calculation of the largest eigenvalues.
Conclusions
A Krylov-Schur method has been applied to the neutron diffusion equation discretized with the Raviart-Thomas method.
The method was validated in two reactors, one in Cartesian geometry and another in hexagonal. Twelve eigenvalues were calculated in each reactor. The method was compared with the Hotelling deflation technique and the major conclusion is: the Krylov-Schur method guarantees the calculation of the twelve largest eigenvalues, but not the Hotelling deflation technique.
The authors performed a sensitivity analysis of different type of integration and polynomial order. In this analysis, direct and iterative solvers were used to evaluate the calculation time in ill-conditioned cases. Iterative solvers require less memory resources than direct ones and might be faster in some cases. However, system matrices of some reactors in hexagonal geometry with the Gauss-Legendre quadrature may be ill-conditioned, so iterative solvers could not calculate the linear systems.
As regards future work, additional preconditioners should be developed for accelerating the calculation. Moreover, the Krylov-Schur method will be applied to the simplified P n equation. 
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